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A“ 3
T0: D COS OPS

From: G3 Med

Date: 28 Mar 95

Subject: SECURITY OF NGO STAFF - CARE AUSTRALIA

Reference:

A. CARE Australia Memo dated 25 Mar 95

This of ce has been made aware of some security concerns held by NGO staff in the Butare
area. Speci cally the staff are concerned about their protection in their base location if required and
what arrangements are in place for evacuation under UNAMIR auspices. A copy of Reference A is
enclosed for your information and action as necessary.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Memorandum

DATE: March 25, 1995

TO: Jean Jacques de Mersans.

FROM: Paul Fisher.

RE: SECURITY

CC: Tony Magee.

1. I write to express my total dissatisfaction with the present UNAMIR
Detachment, Butare security provisions for the protection and evacuation ofButare
based CARE Australia international staff, and to request you bring pressure to bear on
UNAMIR HQ and UNREO Kigali to redress this unacceptable situation.

2. In a brie ng ofNGO co-ordinators on Thursday 23/3/95, the OC
UNAMIRDET Butare was unable to inform us of his responsibilities and plans to
advise us of an increase in the the threat to our personal security and his and our
reaction to such a threat. In detail he could not provide radio frequencies for us to
contact UNAMIR TACHQ, codewords for actions on our part, deatils of alert
measures and responses, rendezvous points for personnel and vehicles, or any
formulated and documented plan for the security and subsequent evacuation of
international NGO staff from Butare.

3. The OC has taken our detailed requests for this information with him to
UNAMIR HQ Kigali and we are scheduled to meet next Thursday. In the interim, we
remain dependant ‘on our ovm devices’! This is clearly unacceptable.

4. I am satis ed with our plans and preparedness to contact and assemble all
international team members at our base location and sustain us for a period of 7-
14days. I am not satis ed that we can be protected in our base location or evacuated
safely (ie under UNAMIR escort) to any other location.

5. You are requsted to represent my concerns, (as many other NGO Team
Leaders are being requested to do by co-ordinators in Butare) to UNREO or UNAMIR
HQ or any other appropriate agency to effect a rapid formulation of the responsibilities
of ET Butare, and a plan for our safety and evacuation.

a Fisher

Co-ordinator Butare

CONFIDENTIAL
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To: YDCOS Ops ;

Info: DCOS Sp
CAO
CFO
CSO
CO UNAMIR MP Coy

From: Force PM hAv&L/ 6;,k\\\__““~ y

Date: 25 Mar 95 m*$kq

Subject: CASH ESCORTS

1. Thank you for inviting my comments on the proposal to
provide military security for the monthly cash run to Nairobi.

2. I have not had the opportunity to travel the route but, at
very short notice, a couple of MPs shadowed the last run.
Although it introduces a few small red herrings, Cpl Chouinard's
report — of which a copy is attached - is a brave attempt at
requesting some basic ground rules on this task, were the
military to adopt it. The most important questions, from my
perspective, are:

a. At what point would our responsibility start? Previous
discussion with DCOS Sp and CISS led me to believe that our
duties would start at Kigali Airport but is this correct?

b. Is protection to be overt or covert?

c. From where is the principal threat perceived to come?
Is it from the RPA?

3. Is it unreasonable to suggest that, as a sovereign power,
it is the Rwandan Government's duty to provide protection against
criminal elements? To ask the RPA to provide a cash escort holds
some obvious risks but we should not ignore its potential to
provide the highest degree of security because, if it knows by
casual observation what we are doing but can claim ignorance
through our omission to inform it, we run the highest risk of a
threat from:

a. Attack by covertly organized RPA elements seeking to
make a political point.

b. Robbery by covertly organized RPA elements.

b. Robbery by RPA privateers — of whom there seem to be
many.
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Conversely, an armed escort from the RPA might have considerably
more overt firepower than we could muster short of deploying APCs
- which bring their own problems. This measure also has the
potential to demonstrate our faith in the RPA and contribute to
improving relations.

4. Unless there are strong reasons for doing otherwise, I
recommend, therefore, that:

a. A close-in escort for the cash in transit should be
provided by a small group from the CSO’s staff, the MP
Company or INDBATT (ie., a group provided by one only of
these agencies - to reduce any possibility of a breakdown
in the command structure). I suggest that it would be
worthwhile exploiting the experience of the CSO’s staff -
and normal responsibility for this type of task - by
leaving it with them.

b. The escort should be armed for its personal protection
only. It will need strict instructions on the rules of
engagement that will apply.

c. An outer protective cordon for cash in transit is
provided by the RPA.

d. Once in the Amahoro Hotel, the cash should be guarded
by an enhanced military presence from INDBATT.

I understand that there is no intention to provide military
escorts for disbursements made in outstations.

5. Finally, has any thought been given to reducing the
quantities of cash being transported and stored in Rwanda; could
staff not be asked to elect to receive a proportion of their
payments into their home bank accounts... or would this
constitute an admission that the allowances paid to many staff
far exceed their requirements?

6. I hope that this is helpful.
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TO: Capt Chemingui
UNAMIR MP Coy
Kigali Detachment Commander

FROM: J.P.N. Chouinard
UNAMIR MP Coy Ops NCH

INFO: co Force 1~u_> Coy gtg
W0 IC MP Kigali Detachment AA”;-
Force PM <:;§k1 Ex‘ pxm

DATE: 22 Mar 95 l>wVV/"(iii OJ

SUBJECT: UNAMIR CASH ESCORT — THREAT ASSESSMENT

REF: Cash Escort, dated 1 Mar 95

1. At the reference, you and in turn myself, were tasked to
conduct an informal security assessment on the movement of UNAMIR
money between Nairobi, Kenya, and Kigali, Rwanda.

2. On short notice, we found ourselves in Nairobi on what I was
told should only be a "recce" of the present security
arrangement, however, we realized quickly that we were sent
unprepared and unarmed on an actual cash escort and a large sum
of money returned with us to Kigali.

3. During our journey, a member of the UNAMIR Security Section
and a member of the UNAMIR Finance Section were also present and
through casual conversation, I only gathered vague details of how
the cash escort is presently conducted. One thing was certain,
only the Security Officer was armed.

4. It is my understanding that UNAMIR HQ is considering the
transfer of responsibility for this cash escort form the UNAMIR
Security Section to the UNAMIR MP Coy. If a transfer is to
occur, a thorough security and threat assessment should be
conducted prior to this company accepting responsibility.



In order to conduct a proper security assessment to
eventually conduct an effective protection of UNAMIR funds, the
following area of concern should be addressed:

Was a threat assessment ever done for this tasking?

What is more important, the money or the safety of its
couriers and escort?

What are the UN rules and regulations concerning such
cash escort and are these rules followed or adapted to
this mission?

I was told that presently the cash escort is conducted
in a "covert" manner without the Rwandese Government
having knowledge of how UNAMIR brings funds within its
territory. Is this according to regulations, and if
not, under what authority and/or exemption is this
achieved?

Why is the escort currently conducted is a covert
fashion? Is it to:

(1) protect the funds and the couriers/escorts; or

(2) protect the funds but still placed some calculated
risk on the courier/escorts; or

What prompted a re—assessment of who should provide the
security for the UNAMIR funds:

(1) the political and economical instability in
Rwanda;

(2) a possible detection by criminal element of the
present security arrangements; and

(3) rumours of a possible attack on the courier in
light of the increasing number of violent private
and UNAMIR property theft and/or similar incident
which occurred in other UN mission.

Does UNAMIR HQ wants this tasking to remain low profile
or can it be conducted in a more "overt" manner? If
conducted overtly, are the necessary security
resources available in order to give a clear signal to
all potential criminals that the money is in transit
and that if any forced is use to steal it, UNAMIR will
use reasonable amount of force to protect it.



h. If the money is declared, can the Government of Rwanda
be held liable if something happens to it while in
transit from the Airport to UNAMIR HQ. As it stands
now, if something happens to the money ,the Government
with good reason, will say that it can not be held
responsible as "it did not known that the money was in
the country";

i. Can the Government provide security and if yes, is it
in UNAMIR interest to have them involved or not?

j. Is the Kenyan Government aware that members of UNAMIR
are entering the country armed, if not, what is the
liability in case of detection?

k. Is the Rwandese Government aware that members of UNAMIR
are departing the country armed, if not, what is the
liability in case of detection?

l. can this be conducted in uniform(overtly) rather than
in civilian attire(covertly)?

m. at the Nairobi Airport, is there a need for the courier
and escort to enter the terminal or can everyone
proceed directly to the aircraft which will be use to
return to Kigali and wait for the money; and

n. the UNAMIR Security Officer made a brief comment about
his status in UNAMIR giving him the authority to carry
a weapon while conducting the cash escort. He also
mentioned the badge he was wearing and a card(permit)
to carry a weapon. Will this status be given to all MP
Personnel expected to carry out the escort? Is having
a UNAMIR Security badge and license to carry a weapon a
prerequisite to carry out the tasking in Kenya, and if
so, will all personnel expected to carry out the escort
be provided with such badges and cards?

6. Upon our returned to Kigali, we were met by the Head of
UNAMIR Security, who spirited us out the Airport with only a
single man as escort which was five cars behind us. Throughout
the tasking, I felt more like a smuggler then an escort and the
potential for trouble was present every minute of our trip.

7. Any further planning of cash escort involving members of the
UNAMIR MP Coy should be guided by a decision to keep the cash
escort on a low profile or in a more visible manner and supported
by the appropriate security measures.



0

8. For your information and/or appropriate action, Sir

../ l

_ -' I-/7 _ ‘ . pm I

J.P.N. Chouinard
MCpl
UNAMIR MP Coy Ops NCM
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TAC HQ
BUTARE

See Distribution )_~fMARcH, 1995

REQUEST FOR SECURITY BY UNHCR

1. Request for security of UNHCR Offices within your AOR has been
tentatively approved at UNAMIR Force Headquarters, Kigali.

2. Forwarded herewith please find, attached photo copy of formal
request from UNHCR which is self—explanatory.

3. Grateful acknowledge receipt.
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Télégrammes : HICOMREF Case postal: 2500
Tétex 1415746-UNHCR cu CHM,“ Genm 2 Dép,-,, q
T6éph0neI7398111
TaémX:7319s4s

Subjet : Request for security 21 March 1995

Dear Sir,

In view of the incertainties regarding the security situation
in this area, we thought we can request your office to provide
gardes for our two offices ( BUTARE and GIKONGORO), our field house
#1 et #2.

We would also like to request the supply of 150 m of barbe
wire to secure both our coumpond.

We thank you for your kind understanding and cooperation.

Yours Trully.

Ale ag NA zoni, OIC
<9 O/1,Q o
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To: ¢BCDS Ops;

Info (with a copy of the DCMO's minute dated 21 Mar 95):

co UNAMIR MP coy @ ___¢_s, QM
j DCOS sp l _ ,§,,\<:I I7»
From: Force PM \ ’ /c;/Q,,,
Date: 23 Mar 95 9wf7}€4#k/J-q/

'3-

Subject: SECURITY OF MILOB GROUP HQ ‘S

1. Thank you for inviting my comments on the request from the
DCMO for MPs to assist with the security of his Group HQ. It is
not normal practice for MPs to be employed in this way and it is
something that I would resist as a matter of policy. Having said
this, I have to acknowledge that many of the MPs with UNAMIR have
no driving permits and are, in consequence, less employable than
is desirable. They could be used, therefore, on limited security
duties as an expedient measure, subject to the following
conditions:

a. MILOBs must assume operational responsibility for the
employment of the MPs, prepare detailed orders for them and
conduct all supervisory responsibilities.

b. Recognizing that the availability of MPs has arisen
only through the lack of available drivers, MILOBs must
find a way of collecting them and returning them to the MP
Compound or their residences, as required by the CO of the
MP Coy .
c. Having the MPs under operational control, MILOBsrmust
ensure that all welfare aspects of the duty are properly
provided - including a room in which to rest, take meals
and make refreshments.

Whilst being willing to help, I suspect that these
responsibilities might deter acceptance of the offer; I will be
interested to learn of the MILOBs’ reaction.

2. Should we not be looking, however, at reducing the military
strength directed at simple static guards? Could not we use
locally recruited personnel and rely on them - or other duty
personnel — calling out the RRF? Are guards really needed at this
site or could we rely on a locked gate and the knowledge that
there is an alert 24-hour duty officer present on the site?

3. I hope that this is thought helpful.

sea,

QC9
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TO : UNAMIR HQ KIGALI/D COS OPS/ DATE :QJ MAR 1995

FROM : MILOB GP HQ

SUBJECT I SECURITY OF MILOB GP HQ

REF 2 LETTER G3 OPS DATED 14 MAR 95 SUBJECT SECURITY
OF UN INSTALLATIONS IN KIGALI

1. The reference instruction has been recieved and understood.

2. It is requested that a detachment of UN Military Police
( 2* soldiers ) be assigned as security at this HQ daily between
1700Hrs and 0700Hrs and on weekends from Friday 1700Hrs to Monday
07OOHrs.

3. This would be a short term task pending the arrival of INDBATT
Signals element and subsequent assignment of a detachment to this
HQ.

K k
MOEEN DIN AHMED
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2 ALL SECTORS

2 MILOB GP HQ

: SECTOR CDRS

2 CMO

UN CONFIDENTIAL

DCMO
FHQ OPSv

FILE : 123/OPS/SECURITY/2 DATED 6 MAR 95

SUB : SECURITY SITUATION— SECTORS

1. In recent times there has been a sudden decline in the security
situation in some sectors. Incidents of 4 Mar 95 in Butare where
the prefect was killed and one on 5 Mar 95 at Byumba where an
explosion took place injuring two Nibatt soldiers, are an
indication towards this fact.

2. The above mentioned incidents in no way should create panic but
it calls for better vigilance in all sectors.The DCMO has therefore
directed that all sector cdrs should organize their daily
activities with utmost care and caution. The aim should be to feel
the pulse of the area by close coordinated patrolling and also
inculcating a sense of vigilance amongst all Milobs.

3. Sectors are requested to make a whole hearted effort towards
this and dwell at greater length on the overall security situation
in the sectors in their daily sitreps.

. ( AAnochkine )
' Lt Col

<§>£g;i2 };/ for CMO

PG
UN CONFIDENTIAL CI
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FROM co ETlll0BAlT/CYliNGUGU/ A/ I o<%\?>
T0 UNAMIR HQ /KlGAll/FC/ I _- '

!r\<:fc $e:ov~4 2, we/)4 ;/1
INHIUNAMIRHQ /KIGALI/DFC/‘,4 U[~o;'g~31- 91>“ W7;

"' 1; °*' * 1r>IuT?
out oz MAR/95 0 SS’
SUBJECT The security situation of our sector and my opinion regarding it GP J Q9

os '95 19:09 2?

It is known that our sector is bordered to Burundi and Zglrg. Especially in lMLz1_,_l}u]gyu.and “"3
liwi island,Eyltili isgldlers and militias age__§oncentrated_.
There is also high concentration of RPA soldiers in our sector. In view of providing security to the local
people - ,$€1_§_lQU9_W§I, there are 3 threat

I. Internal threat (primary)
nowadays this threat exists in our sector, But in two forms:

A, An integrated work which stabilizes the peace situation of our sector, returns the sector to
the normal condition, increases the confidence of the people, over the government, enhances
the economic development of the sector has not been done up to_n_o§y.

The infrastructure of the government is not stretchedugodown.
judiciarygrli h it llllllqrt (police) hgygnot yet staITEd_Il1§it.vlQrl_<. This condition , In addition
to leading the people be despaired, lt__alsQr1_c_r_easg§_,their,hostility.

B’ mik.i_m."g§§[Id 3,".'.'.?$t.5,bl'..IiI’li. QKZEYLU3 iI‘_e.I?!§I§..QI_€9Hf.Id§flC8.0f the populatjgnover the
govdrnment and will also motivate thepeople_dgstibl'lize_the prevaillnggpeace.

2. An immediate threat form Zaire (secondary)
As ls known, Ex-RGF 56163;; and militias live in Zaire being scattered in different areas and being
organized in camps. Specially those who live being scattered, for life in Zaire is difficult, by coming to
the areas in Rwanda where they were, are perpetratlng bandltry actions and a[e_ge_atlng_al_prgbIgmW_
In a life and property of the local peopl§_”m mm Wm’ I '

3. As is heard in various occasions from different sides and also as is known _E_)g;§§f__pj_f_I§iaI§_are
concentrating, prga_rr_l_ring_and tr§_rLir1g~th§IrVsoldiers.g though thqe lsgno as such 2. big and tangible
attag_I<__a_s_9_I,_riow, but it is Unquestlonable that they canTtta_tlcany“time the cond_ltio_n is feurtilewfog
them._Thermr in Iohgtdr ithiéyiareidangerous for the sector. F II



Accordingly, l suggest the following measures to be taken.
l. To_en_han_ce,_the confidence of the population, to stabilize the security of the sector and to rebuild the
economy of the country aworlc of construction has to start

2- BY °P?"sWs8 .bf?P€ll_ 9ffl§§$9i@!l.'I1ii1.i§!£@Ii°" and P°"<@ We H9 IQ down rerreatseasfesrtilei condition
so that the locals could participate in guarding their surrounding areas to sustain the prevailing peace.
By establishing acivilian administration to create a condition in which~hlff\,_s_gl_t_liers__be,_in camps and
keep their borders.

3. Tls_oo_g_ls_the_lci_llings_and_arrests_by__lll?l\Lhagmpgoygd in comparison with the previous one, but it
is stilJ,ez<si§tin2snera_<1i<;a. xt
Therefore, by contacting fth official_s_accoding to their post, It is necessary tgsl1_o1the__n1the fear that
th_tj[a_ctior_i_is_crea_tingupon the local people, the consequences of it in future and generally to avoid
these problems.

tgooz
)5 19:12 811241 _ __§,9_§?EBil?._i___,_ -_ . ._ ., _, _ .- ,_
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To: CAO (for attention by Mr Joe Lombardo) <;%a§u

Info (with a copy of Colin Port's letter): Ugh?’

cso, G2
From: Force PM/S02 G1 Discipline

Date: 13 Feb 95 ERN~k§§_

File: FPM/5 )€%2, ya/t

Subject: SECURITY ISSUESWFOR THE ICTR DELEGATION ;ui.1’

1. Thank you for consulting me about Mr Colin Port's letter
dated 8 Feb 95. As I have previously indicated, this is really
a matter for G2 and the CSO but I am pleased to offer assistance
if you think it useful.

2. Clearly, members of the ICTR may become liable to attack
from those with cause to fear the outcome of their wcrk but Mr
Port's questions seem fairly general in their nature rather than
indicative of concerns about the security of his specific
mission. In this respect, I suggest that he is advised that the
situation is very much under control — using the jargon of
current FC’s morning briefings. I em not aware of any specific
threat to members of the UN in Rwanda but am aware that some
other visitors — including NGOs ~ are subject to firm handling
by the authorities who remain, understandably, very concerned
about the possibility of infiltration of arms and RGF elements
targetted at the new government. Identification as members of the
UN — presumably with UNAMIR ID cards — would, therefore, seem to
be the most desirable option as far as status is concerned; this
would seem to be legitimate, convenient and - by cloaking the
mission in a degree of anonymity as far as the public is
concerned ~ contribute to its security.

3. I would recommend a similar approach to accommodation (both
for domestic arrangements and for office space); if they dwell
and work in environments already familiar as UN bases (which are,
for the most part, already guarded by the military although the
military guard on the meridian is provided by the RPA), cue; m“LL
be less aoparent ari. the: iwr in my view safer. ‘ 1?
recommend that any public judicial processes should tane piiie
in a separate and more secure environment — to which re vlar
travel might require ans escort. Generally, however, I would
recommend that travel in Rwanda should be in UN vehia'e=
preferably with a LWAMIR guise. Personal security should re
addressed in a briefing by G2 and CSO staffs immediately after
the delegation's arrival.

1
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4. I =n not entirely Uicéf about the ;;. . iwe guest
about the “likelihood of LDCJISiODE from £h_ .,,*g count: _
or IDP camps" but if this is in relation to the possibility of
a specific military or quasi—military threat from these areas
against the ICTR, I would say that it is very low. On this point
:3‘ Ln the question of security at a regional level, however, you
might wish. to consult others with a better knowledge of G2
matters.

5. I hope that this is useful; please come back to me if there
is anything more that you think I can do.

W.
M CUTHBERT-BROWN
Maj
Force PM/S02 G1 Disc

2
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FROM :

INFO :

DATE :

SUBJECT :

Reference:

UN RESTRICTED
‘(}‘)~g r\,/ ca ‘M

. ' -. ,\ '.* L/‘I’ \.. ,'D,,_,p‘l=,Kn u I’ _
UNAMIR .

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM "ATQ

UNAMIR HQ (G3 OPS)
GHANBATT (sacwon 2)
otumsnurw (smccton urn)

91]" JAN 95 \ _
"ncunlnr ARRANGEMENTS FOR OP RETOURD _ _

G3 OPS 5000.12 (OPS) dated 23 Jan 95.

1. Attached please find mentioned returns for sector 2.

2. Be informed that sector 2 has no Tgt Camp,

3- Please accept for action.

 :AMOA
Capt

,j;§;_ Asst Ops Officer

Whoahave is "Wq.q;;,t.éA:@?~.

19%.
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FROM

TO ‘A COY

INFO = s a l eTAC HQ
cs ops
an HQ
0 coy

susa = op osya
1. SITUAIION

THE BUSANZE

OPS CELL GIKONGORO

SECTOR 4n Ho GIKUNGURU 11243 P-81

UN SECRET

J4$OCMQ§iB Jl i 95

‘suit
“wkW5
G122 \Qph

§kLe~
granr ‘iqb
UNAMIR HQ '7';

DPS WHO ESCAPED THE ATTACK ON 7 JAN 95 TO
RUNYOMBYI HAVE NOT ADEQUATE AMENITIES. THE NGOS AND UN AGENCIES
RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE AMENITIES THINK THAT THE DPS WOULD ENJOY
GOOD QUALITY OF LIFE AT KAMANA CAMP WHERE WATER SUP, FOOD AND
BETTER SANITATION CAN BE FOUND. THIS OP IS CODENAMED "OP OGYA".

2. MISSION. GHANBATT IS TO HELP MOVE BUSANZE DPS FROM
RUNYOMBYI TO KAMANA CAMP ON l7 JAN 95.

3. EXECUTION

a. §en_9uflinai TO MOVE THE DPs FROM RUNYOMBYI CAMP on
FOOT AND VEH T0 KAMANA CAMP BY ONE COY WITH THE ASSISTANCE
OF NGOS AND NICOY.

b.
»~wI-* \-/

__QQX

In

c. Tasks

Grouping —
DS — 5 TCVS FROM IOM.

3 TCVS FROM NICOY.
WEF 170900 HRS.

(1) MOVE DPS FROM RUNYOMBYI TO KAMANA CAMP UNDER YOUR
SY.
(2) ASSIST IN PROVISION OF SHELTER AT KAMANA CAMP.
(3) PROVIDE SY FOR THE DPs AT KAMANA CAMP.
(4) PROVIDE SY FOR DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD AND RELIEF
ITEMS AT KAMANA CAMP.

d. CQQRQ INSTRS
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Timings
I RV AND REPORTING TIME OF VEHS - GIKONGORO

ECK POINT AT 170700 HRS. TO BE MET BY MIO.

I ARRIVAL OF VEH AT RUNYOMBYI CAMP 170900 HRS.

START TIME AT RUNYOMBYI - 0900 HRS.

DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD TO DPS — ON ARRIVAL OF
AT KAMANA CAMP.

WDR OF TPS AT KAMANA CAMP - ON ORDERS.
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(2) ROUTE FOR vans T0 RUNYOMBYI - .GIKONGOR0 -
KIGEME - NYAMEGINA - RURAMBA —RWAMIKO -
MUNINI - noaco - KAMANA - RUNYOMBYI.

(3) ROUTE FOR nova or DPs: RUNYOMBYI - KAMANA.
(4) METHOD OF MOVE: ADULTS BY FOOT, WEAK OLD AND
INFANTS VEHICLES.

4. LQQISTIC SQEPORT

a. VEH SP — 8 X TCVS, AS FROM IOM AND 3 FROM NICOY.
b. FOOD AND WATER SP - BY ICRC AND UNHCR AT KAMANA CAMP.
C. MED SP — MERLIN WILL PROVIDE MED COVER FOR THE MOVE.
d. TENTS/SHELTER - THE OLD ONES WILL BE CONVEYED ON VEHS

AND BUILT BY DPS ON ARRIVAL AT KAMANA CAMP.
8. PERSONAL LOADS — TO BE CARRIED BY DPS OR CONVEYED BY

VEHS.

5. CQMMAND AND SIGNAL

a. TAC HQ AND UNAMIR HQ - NO CHANGE.

b. BN TAC HQ — NO CHANGE.

C. TAC HQ A COY — TO BE AT RUNYOMBYI FOR THE PERIOD OF
MOVEMENT.

d. COMM - NO CHANGE.

6. ACK
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